The GSM G-Power is a powered version of the GSM standard. This unit has been developed for divers requiring a very long range compact/light underwater communication unit. Depending on the surrounding environmental conditions, the GSM G-Power can communicate with any other Ocean REEF communications system (underwater and surface) with a range of 500 meters (1500 feet). The unit also has an autonomy of approximately 25 hours (in standby mode). The second built in button of the PTT system, allows the diver to adjust the volume of the speaker by choosing the best level, according to his/her needs (ie. use of a hood). The exterior of the unit is coated with a “rubber surface treatment,” which reduces the adhesion of micro-bubbles, and improves underwater communication.
GSM G-POWER SL
Code OR033125

The GSM G-Power SL is a version of the GSM G-Power which includes a headset instead of the normal speaker. This unit has all the same features as the GSM G-Power, including: range of operation, excellent autonomy, speaker/s audio and volume adjustment, main unit surface treatment, but also includes a twin speaker headset. This unit can be used under a hood or with the Ocean REEF Diving Helmet H08. The headset, made with 2 special speakers, is connected to the main unit by a cable and a waterproof rubber connector. The main unit can be attached to the BCD jacket shoulder by using the included and incorporated stainless steel clip. The underwater rubber connection makes it possible to disconnect the unit from the headset/mask system during a dive. This unit is especially recommended for divers working in loud environments or for those wearing a hood or the helmet H08.
Adjusting the volume

The G-POWER series has the unique feature of having adjustable speaker volume. These units have two different buttons, the yellow button (1) is the PTT button, the blue button (2) is to adjust the volume.

Pressing the volume button (2) and keeping it pressed you hear a sound growing in intensity. This sound level indicates of the speaker volume. When the sound reaches the maximum level (after a few seconds) it starts to decrease until it reaches the minimum level and up again until the button is released. When you release the button the volume is adjusted at the desired level. If you need to adjust the volume again you only have to repeat this operation.
When the unit is turned off it “remembers” your choice and when you turn it on again the volume is already set at the desired level.

Inserting the headsets of the GSM G-POWER SL in the H-08 HELMET

1) remove the ear plugs of the helmet taking out the retaining o-rings
2) insert each earphone in place of the plug
3) use the retaining o-rings to fasten them

4) lay the wire between the earphones inside the seat in the padding
Wearing the H8 and the SPACE masks with the G-POWER SL

1) Once you have assembled the H8 and the speakers, insert the microphone and the PTT in the SPACE mask.

2) Fasten the main unit to your BCD using the enclosed inox clip.
3) Don the Helmet first and than the mask. (for more detail see your H-08 Helmet instruction)

For the assembling of the G-POWER SL on the EXTENDER SPACE Masks please refer to the EXTENDER Manual.
WARRANTY

1. OCEAN REEF communication units are guaranteed to be free of material or manufacturing defects for a period of 24 months from the time the unit is purchased. For the duration of the guarantee, the Company’s responsibility is limited to replacement of any parts that are defective in our opinion, and that have not been used incorrectly or handled negligently. The unit must be returned to the outlet from which it was bought, along with the warranty card.

2. Even during the guarantee period, this guarantee shall not be valid where:
   Damage was caused by incorrect handling or carelessness.
   Damage was caused by the unit falling after it was purchased.
   Damage caused by fire, earthquake, floods, lightning, or other natural disasters, pollution or electrical charges.
   The warranty card is not produced.
   Our name, the date of purchase, and the seller’s name do not appear on the warranty card.